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The origin of water
This aboriginal art represents old fashioned paintings. This art was painted by a aboriginal person.
The origin of water

I think it is a dream
time story

Prediction --> time story

Summery --> There was no water, and all the animals thought the blue-tongued lizard had it hidden. They were very angry about it. So the bandicoot gudilla, followed him to find the water. The lizard was too smart and saw the bandicoot out of the corner of his eye. The next to try and follow was jiggerjigger the willy wagtail. Whenever he tried to hide, his tail would wag, so the blue-tongued lizard found him. Then the rat gula asked if he could follow him, and the animals laughed. They thought he was too small. Gula followed the blue-tongued lizard and he found where the water was. The animals were happy!

Feelings --> The animals would feel sorry for them selves. The lizard would feel happy with hem self
First Australians

The first Australians lived in huts.

There was no shop so the people had to catch fish themselves.
My aboriginal art represents aboriginal art is made of dots and shakes.

They made green paint by getting some paint and mixing leaves with it.

They made red paint by getting some paint and mixing bod with it.
In England in the 18th century people had NO socks. And kids stole food because they were poor. And kids and parents got hung.
The first fleet

Between 1788 and 1850 the English sent over 162,000 convicts to Australia in 806 ships. The first eleven of these ships are today known as the First Fleet and contained the convicts and marines that are now acknowledged as the Founders of Australia. This is their story.

My name is George clear and I'm a male. I'm 52 I was send to Sydney because I stole materiel. It was worth 100 shillings.
Bound for Botany Bay

Who is singing this song? A conviced
Why are they singing it? In Sydney
Why are they saying ‘farewell to Old England forever?’ Because they have to stay for ever
Where were they going? Why? To Sidney because they stole stuff